
 



 

Toby Lewis 
 

I am delighted to present to you with Toby Lewis's natal report and chart wheel based on the 
time, date and place details supplied.  

A baby horoscope looks the same as an adults but the analysis accompanying it is written 
specifically for parents and primary caregivers. It explains a child's personality, how they see 
the world, communicate, and relate to others. This insightful astro-analysis will give you a 
good impression of Toby Lewis's personality traits and behaviour and through this, you will 
get an idea of the part you can play in helping him achieve his real potential.  

There are many elements at play in Toby Lewis's personal horoscope as Toby Lewis is a 
unique individual. This analysis will give you an idea of the meanings and terminology of 
basic Astrology as it describes the combination of all the planets including the Sun and Moon, 
the rising sign (or ascendant) and other celestial influences that will help shape Toby Lewis's 
character. This will help you realise what you can do to enhance Toby Lewis's strengths and 
understand his challenges and limitations.  

While most of this analysis will be true to Toby Lewis's nature, inexorably not everything will 
fit and there may be contradictions as you read through the various planetary placements and 
aspects. This is a computer-generated report, a computer cannot integrate, and balance all the 
information as an astrologer does. Even so, it offers a more in-depth and insightful analysis 
than just Toby Lewis's sun sign will give you.  

The early years of a child's life are important. Eighty-five percent of brain development 
occurs between the time of conception and the age of 5. These years are the most important 
time in the development of a child and parental awareness and care through these early most 
impressionable years can and will make a difference towards his lifelong well-being and 
success.  

An astro-analysis provides a wonderful tool for you to help Toby Lewis navigate childhood. It 
will give you a better understanding of your child and greater knowledge on how to unlock 
his potential. The report may for instance suggest skills or interests Toby Lewis might enjoy 
and you could help through supplying him with opportunities to develop these.  

Please note, the time of birth is crucial to accuracy therefore if it is not correct to within four 
minutes this will be reflected in the interpretation. Here then is Toby Lewis's individual 
reading based on my own astrological thoughts, findings and experience. The information and 
insights within illuminate Toby Lewis's special uniqueness which I hope will prove their 
worth for many years to come. 



Astrological Data for 

TOBY LEWIS 

April 1, 2009 
01:00 AM [BST=GMT+01:00] 

Northampton, United Kingdom [52N14 0W54] 

Planet Positions: 
Sun      11 Ari 24'07" in  5th house 
Moon     20 Gem 15'32" in  7th house 
Mercury  12 Ari 17'57" in  5th house 
Venus     4 Ari 40'41" in  4th house 
Mars     13 Pis 11'57" in  4th house 
Jupiter  19 Aqu 06'05" in  3rd house 
Saturn   16 Vir 37'21" in 10th house 
Uranus   23 Pis 40'36" in  4th house 
Neptune  25 Aqu 35'33" in  3rd house 
Pluto     3 Cap 17'49" in  1st house 
N. Node   6 Aqu 56'47" in  2nd house 
ASC       9 Sag 09'29" 
MC        9 Lib 20'50" 



 



 

Chapter 1 
Heart and Soul - Toby Lewis's aptitudes and character tendencies  

The features in Toby Lewis's chart that represent his aptitudes and character tendencies - 
Toby Lewis's heart and soul - are his Sun placements, Rising Sign, Moon's Node and Pluto's 
placements.  

The Sun will introduce you to the unique person who is your baby. The Sun represents Toby 
Lewis's individuality, vitality, conscientiousness and self-esteem. The sign occupied by the 
Sun describes Toby Lewis's basic drives and needs, the house in which the Sun is placed 
suggests areas of life that will be important to Toby Lewis. Toby Lewis's rising sign (or 
ascendant) gives the type of first impression he will make on others. It represents Toby 
Lewis's outward personality, the personality he projects to others around him. The Moon's 
North Node represents lessons to be learned in life and relationships and these lessons may 
have something to do with the way Toby Lewis connects to others. Pluto is the outermost 
planet in the solar system and although this planet's energy is subtle, it represents Toby 
Lewis's secretive, psychic and spiritual side.  

The Sun is in Aries.  
Toby Lewis has the Sun in Aries and this will show a lot about his personality. However, 
there are many other aspects that make up his birth chart and these too will have influence on 
his nature. When these are all combined, they will form a strong indication of his unique 
personality. So, to begin with, Toby Lewis was born with the Sun in Aries. He will be an 
energetic child. Toby Lewis will be alert from a very early age; always aware of what is going 
on around him. He is going to revel in all the love and attention you can give him. If he feels 
she isn't getting enough attention, he will let you know it! Toby Lewis will wail and cry, kick 
and shout, bang his toys on the table until you take notice. Your Aries child will know how to 
make his presence felt! He is likely to be a quick learner and because he loves a challenge, he 
is likely to be walking early, talking early and will show his assertive qualities at a very early 
age. Toby Lewis will enjoy group play and being with other people. He will happily settle 
with other adults as long as he has been introduced to new people from an early age. Toby 
Lewis can however be incredibly possessive of his parents and may show signs of jealousy 
when they take an interest in the other children around them.  
 
The Sun is in the fifth house.  
Cheerfulness is Toby Lewis's middle name. He will have such a joyful nature and will always 
light up any room he enters. He will have a creative streak that will be apparent very early in 
life. He will also love the family's pets and will play with them and pamper them for hours.  
 
Sun Conjunct Mercury.  
Toby Lewis will goo and gurgle the moment he opens his mouth and is likely to talk very 
quickly. He will be continuously watching everything around him and it might seem difficult 
at times to get him to go to sleep because he is so alert and watchful. He might seem impatient 
when he doesn't get the attention he wants when he wants it and Toby Lewis will be most 
content when there is plenty of colour and moving objects around him.  
 
Sun Conjunct Venus.  
Toby Lewis will love it when he gets a lot of love and attention and he will bask in the warm 
glow of affection and admiration from those around him. He seems to know how to appeal to 
the more gentle side of the adult nature and will have his parents, grandparents, family and 
friends twisted around his cute little finger!  



 
Sun Semisextile Mars.  
Toby Lewis will be quite an energetic and lively baby and physically, could develop quite 
quickly, for instance Toby Lewis will try to sit, stand and walk perhaps before other toddlers 
of the same age show such inclinations.  
 
Sun Semisquare Neptune.  
Toby Lewis can have moments where he is quiet and dreamy; he might also have a slightly 
jealous or possessive side that will need to be curbed.  
 
Sun Opposition Midheaven.  
New situations can be hard for Toby Lewis and it will take him a while to warm up to his 
surroundings and to feel at ease with unfamiliar people. In such circumstances be sure there is 
someone there he can trust, to lean on.  
 
Sun Trine Ascendant.  
Toby Lewis will be remarkably happy most of the time and will show enthusiasm to learn 
new skills, which suggests he will reach different stages of development surprisingly quickly.  
 
The Rising sign is Sagittarius.  
Toby Lewis will see each learning step as a new challenge to be conquered and he will have 
fun, learning to walk, talk, dress himself, ride a bike. It will be a great pleasure for you to 
teach him. Your child is an eternal student and will go through life wanting to learn more and 
more.  
 
The Moon's North Node is in Aquarius.  
You will probably notice Toby Lewis will play well with children of his own age and will 
show a genuinely caring and humanitarian side of his nature. This will lead to his desire to 
help those less fortunate as he grows older.  
 
The Moon's North Node is in the second house.  
It will always be important for Toby Lewis to have a positive opinion of himself; he should be 
encouraged to develop his creative talents as these could, one day, be useful in his career.  
 
Pluto is in Capricorn.  
With Pluto in Capricorn Toby Lewis is likely to see some radical changes in world 
government and in the structure of society within his life.  
 
Pluto is in the first house.  
Toby Lewis will have a self-confident and independent nature. He seems always to be busy, 
interested in something or active and doesn't like going to bed because there's always so much 
more he has got to do!  



Chapter 2  
Emotions, Intellect, Creativity and Spirituality - The sensitive, imaginative, 

creative and intellectual side of Toby Lewis's personality 

The features in Toby Lewis's chart that represent his emotions, intellect, creativity and 
spirituality are the placements of the Moon, Mercury, Venus, Neptune and Uranus in the signs 
and houses and their aspects within the chart.  

For instance, the Moon, in a birth chart, represents emotions, feelings and the subconscious as 
well as Toby Lewis's early conditioning and habits and instincts that are picked up from early 
childhood experiences. Mercury symbolises intellect and the way Toby Lewis thinks and 
communicates. Venus in Toby Lewis's birth chart represents creativity, feelings, desires, 
relationships and social interactions. Neptune is the planet that is associated with spirituality 
and Uranus in Toby Lewis's chart identifies the special and unique aspects of this little one's 
character.  

The Moon is in Gemini.  
Toby Lewis might seem to be in high gear all the time once he starts to move about. It will 
seem as if no item within reaching distance is safe from his grasping hands. Toby Lewis will 
have a strong emotional drive to explore and may exhaust you and delight you as you try to 
keep up with his probing questions and constant need to know. Even as a baby Toby Lewis 
will hate to be wrapped up too tightly in a blanket and his need to see around every corner 
could turn even bottle or breast feeding time into a gymnastic event!  
 
The Moon is in the seventh house.  
Toby Lewis will learn through observing and one of the easiest ways to get him to do 
something is by example. He will show a love of learning if it can be shared with others but 
he should never be rushed; just let your child move on to any new stage at his own pace and 
this will avoid hampering or restricting his natural progress.  
 
Moon Trine Jupiter.  
Toby Lewis will be outgoing and lively. He will enjoy developing unusual ways of doing 
traditional childhood things, which often means outwitting parents and other social authority! 
If you tell Toby Lewis such and such a behaviour is inappropriate, he will become even more 
committed to that behaviour! He has a wonderful sense of humour and will prefer a learning 
environment, which allows him to compete and match wits with others.  
 
Moon Square Saturn.  
Toby Lewis can sometimes take a negative view of situations and may feel he is being 
accused for things he didn't do. This aspect might show in his personality through a lack of 
confidence when trying something new and a love of routine, structure, order and rules. In 
fact Toby Lewis is more likely to thrive in a disciplined environment but show genuine 
distress in areas where there are no regulations, limits or order.  
 
Moon Square Uranus.  
Crowded situations will cause Toby Lewis some tension as there is just too much for him to 
take in and he might find it all a little too disturbing and distracting.  
 
Moon Sesquiquadrate Moon's North Node.  
Toby Lewis will always strive for peace and balance both inwardly and outwardly and when 
this balance is disturbed sometimes even by his own disruptive behaviour, he will do his best 
to make amends.  



Mercury is in Aries.  
Toby Lewis will be enthusiastic and energetic with a lively mind and a restless personality. 
He will be quick to take action and will need a variety of books and experiences to prevent 
him from getting bored. He will have a wonderful sense of humour and may, as he grows 
older tend to leave everything until the last minute but will always somehow manage to keep 
on top of it all!  
 
Mercury is in the fifth house.  
Toby Lewis will have a creative and colourful personality that will bring sunshine into his 
family and friend's lives. He is imaginative and will appreciate art and music.  
 
Mercury Opposition Midheaven.  
Toby Lewis will have a bright, happy and sociable personality. Occasionally, you may come 
across moments when he is in a supercritical or grouchy, faultfinding mood. But on the 
whole, he will enjoy parties and other large gatherings. He will endeavour to join in with 
other children, and as a rule will always be found in a close circle of friends. Toby Lewis likes 
getting involved and is very outgoing.  
 
Mercury Trine Ascendant.  
Toby Lewis will have a delightful sense of humour and will see humour in situations that may 
not be obvious to others. Highly creative, Toby Lewis will often show intellectual play, often 
daydreaming or imagining. He may come out with new ideas and is able to modify or 
improve on their ideas or the ideas of others.  
 
Venus is in Aries.  
Perhaps subtlety will not at first be one of the personality traits of your young child. He will 
shout at the top of his voice to let you know exactly what he wants. Toby Lewis will be quite 
eager about everything, right from walking to talking. He will probably start doing both much 
before the other children.  
 
Venus is in the fourth house.  
Toby Lewis will have a good memory and will love to look back on his past, when he is 
older. Rain will make Toby Lewis nostalgic and he might suddenly become imaginative and 
creative, inspired by the atmosphere. However, thunder may frighten him. He is very creative 
and will need your appreciation to develop his potential in this field.  
 
Venus Square Pluto.  
When raising this child it would be best not to try to force him to do something. He can be 
incredibly stubborn and will hold his ground for a long time. For this reason it is best to avoid 
harsh commands; loving hugs will melt any resistance.  
 
Venus Opposition Midheaven.  
Toby Lewis is a child who will need to be encouraged to develop his skills and talents for he 
does have creative ability. Persuade him to take up a hobby which requires the development 
of patience, for he sometimes lacks in self-control. Toby Lewis has a strong need for approval 
from those around him.  
 
Venus Trine Ascendant.  
Toby Lewis will not be a spiteful child and whenever there is any upset or argument, 
generally he will forgive and forget. But because he is very trusting and sincere, parents 
should be frank with him in order to help strengthen his self-confidence.  
 
Neptune is in Aquarius.  
Neptune entered Aquarius at the start of the millennium marking the start of the Age of 
Aquarius, a time when life will advance through technology and through a greater acceptance 
of mystical and spiritual subjects.  



 
Neptune is in the third house.  
Sometimes Toby Lewis's eyes might drift to something that holds his attention for quite long 
periods of time and yet you might not see what the interest is. He is an imaginative child and 
may have spiritual experiences in his childhood.  
 
Uranus is in Pisces.  
With Uranus in Pisces Toby Lewis will be highly intuitive and will form strong emotional 
bonds with other members of the family, especially those born under the water signs, Pisces, 
Cancer and Scorpio.  
 
Uranus is in the fourth house.  
Toby Lewis will have a wonderfully inventive and imaginative mind. Toby Lewis is a true 
free spirit. He is likely to be a vibrant personality who lives day-to-day, moment-to-moment.  



Chapter 3 
Toby Lewis's Energy and Ego 

The feature in Toby Lewis's chart that represent his energy and ego is Mars' placement in the 
signs and houses and the aspects this planet makes within the chart.  

In the astrological chart, Mars reflects Toby Lewis's competitive drives, his passions and what 
motivates Toby Lewis. Mars represents Toby Lewis's energy, initiative and drive as well as 
his temperament, enthusiasms, how excited he might sometimes get and how he controls his 
strongest emotions.  

Mars is in Pisces.  
If Toby Lewis wants to be left alone, he should not be disturbed. Closeness and togetherness 
is good, but let Toby Lewis have his moments of solitude. Give him the space he desires and 
the heart will only grow fonder.  
 
Mars is in the fourth house.  
Soothing colours and sounds should have a positive affect on Toby Lewis and will help to 
calm him down. He is also likely to be interested in creative arts like painting and drawing. 
He will be very sincere in his studies; good at memorizing, have excellent concentration 
powers and be extremely hard working. He probably doesn't have a rebellious nature and will 
dutifully adhere to whatever you say, as long as your tone is sweet not scathing.  
 
Mars Opposition Saturn.  
Toby Lewis will be shy amongst strangers and can become upset if teased. He might be a 
fussy eater, but he will try very hard to please if they know what is expected of them. As a 
toddler, Toby Lewis will be helpful around the house, especially if imitating an adult. He will 
be careful with his belongings. Toby Lewis can become irritated if other children fail to meet 
his own exacting standards when playing with toys or tidying them away.  
 
Mars Square Ascendant.  
Toby Lewis will be determined to get his own way. Even at a very young age Toby Lewis 
will work determinedly on a project with Mars square his Ascendant. 



Chapter 4  
Toby Lewis's Worldly Aspirations, Ambitions and Limitations  

The features in Toby Lewis's chart that represent his worldly aspirations, ambitions and 
limitations are: Saturn's placements, Jupiter's placements and the midheaven.  

Saturn, in astrology, is the planet associated with restriction and structure. In Toby Lewis's 
chart, Saturn represents the challenges in his life and the lessons he might learn through these. 
This planet brings rewards through patience and hard work. Because it is in the same sign for 
over two years, all children born around the same time as Toby Lewis will have Saturn in the 
same sign in their charts. Jupiter in a birth chart represents opportunities for expansion and 
success. The positive aspects this planet makes might suggest areas of achievement while 
tense aspects could generate over-confidence and careless actions. Toby Lewis's midheaven 
symbolises Toby Lewis's ambitions, goals and aspirations and the career he may be drawn 
towards.  

Saturn is in Virgo.  
As Toby Lewis starts to grow older he will also start to show his intelligence and the attention 
he always gives to detail. Toby Lewis will have fun discovering things other people usually 
take for granted or do not see at all. He will probably be tidy and neat with his toys. Toby 
Lewis can be very shy with strangers, especially at home, not speaking or even hiding but as 
he feels more comfortable with people, his more confident side will show.  
 
Saturn is in the tenth house.  
Toby Lewis will set himself some difficult targets and he will be determined to reach these 
goals. Toby Lewis can be critical of his own efforts, and the efforts of others. He may criticise 
all the members of the family, in fact, and even imitate them in a funny way. Toby Lewis's 
emotional world is very complex and, much of the time, he will not let anybody know what is 
going on inside.  
 
Jupiter is in Aquarius.  
It will very soon become apparent that Toby Lewis has thoughts, opinions and a will of his 
own! He will have a freedom-loving streak and this might make him seem a little rebellious at 
times but all Toby Lewis is trying to do is explore and figure out the world around him. He is 
not being deliberately contrary.  
 
Jupiter is in the third house.  
Toby Lewis will know how to get his needs across to those around him even at an early age. 
He will be a good communicator and will have a positive and optimistic attitude, most of the 
time, about life and his future.  
 
Jupiter Conjunct Neptune.  
Toby Lewis is a sensitive and intuitive child. If he is encouraged, at an early age to use his 
gifts and powers in a positive constructive manner, he could be quite an amazing child. Toby 
Lewis will give so much back to the world once he feels deeply connected to it. He has a 
charitable nature and would give his last pound to a stranger in need because sharing is what 
Toby Lewis does best.  
 
The Midheaven is in Libra.  
Looking well into the future and with Libra at his Midheaven, Toby Lewis won't like the idea 
of a lifetime spent within the one profession. He will want to enjoy life and enjoy his work. 
Toby Lewis will prefer to work in a team rather than alone.  



Chapter 5  

Wrapping up Toby Lewis's astro analysis  

Please remember that everything from internal psychogical processes to external experiences 
and influences will all go to make Toby Lewis the unique and special person that he is. So it's 
likely you will notice some characteristics will become more dominant than others, which 
may remain less developed or even dormant. But with foresight, vision and understanding, 
you can begin to get a more thorough and fuller picture of your child and how you might help 
him achieve his potential. Toby Lewis's personality consists of thoughts, feelings and actions 
that will show across a range of situations. His astro analysis suggests those traits with which 
he is naturally inclined to have and use. The environment and his relationships will also play 
an important role and Toby Lewis's personality will lean toward the lifestyle in which he is 
brought up. This astrological profile can be used as a guide to help you nurture and guide your 
very special child into adulthood.  
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